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Absttract: One of the big advantages of
COM
MSOL Multipphysics is thhe possibilityy to
impleement user--defined parrtial differenntial
equattions (PDE) which can be coupled to
COM
MSOL’s preddefined application moddes.
How
wever, using thhe tool’s standaard user interfface
requiires manual im
mplementationn of the PDEs and
a muultitude of probblem-specific parameters. T
This
proceess is not just error-prone bbut also very ttime
consuuming. As aan alternative to this mannual
impleementation onne can use C
COMSOL’s JJava
Appllication Proggramming IInterface whhich
proviides an easy and efficient way to creatte a
user--defined simu
mulation packkage. Here, we
demoonstrate the usage of C
COMSOL’s JJava
Appllication Proggramming Innterface by our
impleementation of a micromaagnetic modelling
and simulation paackage. Thereein, the LanddauLifshhitz-Gilbert equation iss coupled to
Maxw
well’s equatioon for the maggnetic field. With
W
this implementatioon the magneetic propertiess of
mensions in the order of several
structures with dim
nanometers can bee analyzed.

laayer systems, the number of
o atomic mom
ments is
ggrowing dramaatically. If thee density of m
moments
bbecomes large enough the spin-ddiscrete
eequations of m
motion can bee replaced by partial
ddifferential eequations whhich describbe the
m
magnetic mom
ment as a conntinuous funcction of
space and timee. These contiinuous modeling and
simulation techhniques are knnown under thhe name
oof Micromagneetics.
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T
The exchangee energy causses that neighhboring
m
magnetic mom
ments align in a preferreed way
relative to eachh other. In ferrromagnetic maaterials,
aadjacent magnnetic moments align parallell to one
aanother, whereeas in antiferrromagnetic m
materials
aan antiparallell orientation iis preferred. S
Second,
thhe Zeeman ennergy accountts for the inteeraction
bbetween maggnetic mom
ments and eexternal
m
magnetic fieldds. Minimal Zeeman eneergy is
oobtained, whenn magnetic mooments lie parrallel to
thhe external magnetic field. The third
ccontribution, the anisotroopy energy, causes
m
magnetic mom
ments to align w
with certain prreferred
ddirections in caase of an easy-axis anisotroppy or to
oorient perpenddicular to thatt direction in case of
aan easy-plane anisotropy. . In contrast to the
aabove describbed energy contributionns, the
ddemagnetizatioon energy or stray-field ennergy is
ddetermined byy long-range interactions. . This

1. In
ntroduction
N
Nanostructuredd magnetic materials hhave
recenntly been focuused by manyy research grooups
becauuse of theirr particular properties and
potenntial application in many iinteresting fieelds,
e.g. data storagge, biomediccine and sm
mart
materials. In ordeer to calculaate the magnnetic
propeerties of nano--sized structurres hosting onnly a
smalll number oof magnetic moments like
magnnetic molecuules, spin-disccrete simulattion
technniques like qquantum and classical Moonte
Carloo and spin dynnamics simulaations [1] are w
well
estabblished. Movving on to larger magnnetic
structures like maagnetic nanopaarticles or muulti-

22. Micromaggnetic Modelling
The orienttation of the continuous m
magnetic
m
moment withinn a micromagnetic descripption is
ddetermined byy minimizingg the system
ms total
eenergy with respect to competing energy
ccontributions, such as the eexchange enerrgy, the
Z
Zeeman energgy, the anisotrropy energy, and the
ddemagnetizatioon
energy.
These
energy
ccontributions are explained in the following
section.
22.1 Energy contributions

d
ion energy at
a a
meanns that the demagnetizati
certaain point off the microm
magnetic system
depennds on the enntire configuraation whereas the
otherr energy contrributions explaained above oonly
depennd on theiir local envvironment. T
The
demaagnetization eenergy causes the formationn of
magnnetic domains..
2.2 M
Micromagnetiic equations
All eenergy contribbutions mentioned in Sec. 2.1
add up
u to the totall energy of thhe micromagnnetic
systeem. Minimizinng this total ennergy leads to the
well--known static Brown equation or to the tim
medepenndent Landdau-Lifshitz-G
Gilbert equattion
(LLG
G) Eq. (1) [2]. The LL
LG describes the
preceessional mottion of maggnetic momeents
accorrding to

N
Neumann bouundary conddition, a varriational
fo
formulation off the original pproblem is acchieved.
T
This formulattion, togetherr with the D
Dirichlet
bboundary conddition and a noorm conditionn, yields
thhe weak form
mulation of thee micromagnettic PDE
pproblem [3].. This forrmulation caan be
im
mplemented in COMS
SOL Multipphysics.
T
Therefore, the so-called tesst operator haas to be
uused. The test operator may not be mistakken with
thhe test functioons used abovve. It rather geenerates
thhe test functioons for the variiable it operates on.
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Inn COMSOL Multiphysics,, two applicattion
modees are neededd to accomplissh micromagnnetic
simuulations. In thhe first place, the applicattion
modee “PDE, weakk form” is ussed to implem
ment
the m
micromagneticc equations, namely
n
the L
LLG
and a correspondding norm coondition in thheir
weakk formulation. Second, the ““Magnetic fiellds”
appliication modee is used to calculate the
demaagnetizing or sstray field.
Weak Form M
Modeling
3.1 W
In orrder to obtainn the weak foormulation of the
microomagnetic equuations, the equations
e
havee to
be m
multiplied by a set of test fuunctions . Then
T
they have to bee integrated over the enntire
Subsequently, Green’s form
mula
probllem domain. S
is used to integratte by parts. A
After implying the

,
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The eeffective fieldd Heff given byy Eq. (2) contaains
the contributions
c
ffrom the exchhange interactiion,
the annisotropy, thee demagnetizattion field, andd the
Zeem
man energy. Thhe coupling off the LLG Eq.. (1)
to M
Maxwell’s eqquations is rrealized via the
demaagnetization fiield Hdem Thiss set of equatiions
can be transform
med into a weak
w
formulattion
which allows one to implementt them directlyy in
MSOL Multiphhysics.
COM

3.
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Moodeling
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33.2 Stray Field
d Computatioon
A
As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, thhe LLG is couupled to
thhe magnetic stray field via the effective
m
magnetic fieldd Heff Eq. (2). The computaation of
thhe stray fieldd is very elaaborate and ddifferent
aapproaches caan be used. In our case, the
ppredefined appplication modee “Magnetic fiields” is
uused and forr that reasonn the stray field
f
is
ccomputed usinng the magnettic vector poteential in
thhe context off Maxwell’s eequations. Thhe stray
fi
field has to bee computed for every iteratiion step
bbecause of thhe bidirectionnal coupling of the
m
magnetic mom
ment and the sstray field. Duue to its
loong-range natture, the compputation of thhe stray
fi
field is very time
t
consumiing comparedd to the
ccalculation of the other eneergy contributtions of
thhe LLG Eqs.. (1) and (2)). Hence, alteernative
m
methods for a more efficient calculationn of the
stray field are commonly ussed. [4]. In thiis work,
w
we use the maagnetic vectorr potential appproach.
Inn Fig. 1 the stray field oof a homogenneously
m
magnetized cuube as a result of a simulatioon with
C
COMSOL Multiphysics is shhown.

44. Validation
n of the Simu
ulation Mod
del
In order too check the im
mplementationn of the
m
micromagneticc equations iin COMSOL
L, it is
nnecessary to compare results
r
achievved in
C
COMSOL to ssome kind of reference resuults, i.e.
aanalytical resuults or results from other software
ppackages. Thee Micromagneetic Modelingg Group
oof NIST offerrs a set of sttandardized example
e
pproblems. For these problems, detailed
d
simulation resuults can be reeferenced online [5].
Inn our case, µMag Standdard problem
m #3 is
cchosen as a refference.
44.1 µMag Stan
ndard Probleem #3

Simulation Prrocess
3.4 S

Inn µMag Standard Problem #3, a cuboid
m
magnetic nanooelement witth arbitrary m
material
pparameters iis considereed. Two ddifferent
m
magnetic statees are expectted for this kind
k
of
structure:
1. Floweer
state:
a
homoggeneous
magnetization struccture,
c
or vorrtex-like
2. Vortexx state: a curlstructu
ture of the maggnetic momennt.
D
Depending on the edge lenggth of the nanno cube,
oone of these staates forms thee stationary staate.
M
Magnetic dom
mains are areeas of homoggeneous
m
magnetization within m
magnetic maaterials.
U
Usually, a maggnetic samplee consists of m
multiple
m
magnetic domains. By splittting up the m
magnetic
m
material in dom
mains, the straay field energyy can be
reduced. At the same tiime exchangge- and
aanisotropy eneergy have to bee considered. In most
ccases, splittingg up the maagnetic materiial into
ddomains resultts in a lowerr total energyy of the
m
magnetic systeem. In relativeely small systeems, the
aadditional straay field andd anisotropy energy
ccontributions cannot
c
be com
mpensated by thhe stray
fi
field energy.. Consequenntly, single--domain
pparticles are foormed.

The ssimulation of the micromaggnetic system has
to bee performed iin a certain way,
w
in orderr to
achieeve convergeence. First, a proper iniitial
confiiguration has to be generatted. If the iniitial
confiiguration is ttoo far away from a realiistic
confiiguration, the problem cannnot be solved. As
time--dependent simulations aree much easierr to
handdle, every simuulation starts with a few tim
medepenndent steps, eeven if one is only
o
interestedd in
the stationary
s
staate of the system. The tim
medepenndent steps seerve as pre-coonditioning to get
reasoonable initial values. After
A
this prep
condditioning, staationary as well as tim
medepenndent simulatiions can be doone.

F
Figure 2: Posssible magnetiic states of a cubic
nnanoelement, µM
Mag Standard P
Problem #3 [5]

Figurre 1: Stray fieldd of a homogenneously magnettized
cube computed with COMSOL

3.3 C
Coupling of Maxwell’s eequations to the
strayy field and thee micromagn
netic equation
ns
The stray
s
field Hdeem in Eq. (2) ccorresponds to the
magnnetic field H iin the equationns of COMSO
OL’s
appliication mode ““Magnetic fiellds”, Eqs. (6) and
(7).
(6)
(7)
For a bidirectionnal coupling, the expressiions
used by COMSOL for the components of the
magnnetic field, haave to be buiilt into the w
weak
form
m of the micrromagnetic eqquations as w
well.
This way, the stray fieldd for a giiven
confiiguration of the magneetic moment is
compputed which in turn chaanges the actual
confiiguration andd results in a new magnnetic
mom
ment.

Validation Moodel
4.2 V
To validate thhe implemenntation of the
microomagnetic eqquations in COMSOL, the
follow
wing materiall parameters hhave been choosen
accorrding to [6]:




6.28
831583
1.7
773528 ∙ 10
10
,

³

,
,


6.2
2831583 ∙ 10
,

5.3128 ∙ 10
,
30 ∙ 10 … 60 ∙ 10

.
The edge
e
length off the cube is varied in the raange
of 300 to 60 nanometers, becauuse the transittion
betw
ween the two m
magnetic statees is expectedd at
8∙
43 ∙ 10
. Below thhis critical eedge
lengtth, the floweer state shouuld be observved,
wherreas above thhe critical edge
e
length, the
vorteex state shouldd be obtained.
For tthe simulationn it is not only necessaryy to
modeel the microomagnetic syystem itself. In
addittion to thatt one needss to specifyy a
surroounding volum
me which is essential for the
calcuulation of the stray field. A
Alternatively, one
couldd use infinite eelements..
4.3 R
Results - Flow
wer State
Below
w the criticaal edge lenggth of 8 ∙
a
homoogeneous connfiguration of
o the magnnetic
mom
ment, the so--called floweer state can be
obserrved, as show
wn in Fig. 3 foor an edge lenngth
of 30
0
. After a few time-deppendent steps for
pre-cconditioning, a stationary simulation has
been performed. F
Fig. (3) depiccts the stationnary
resullt. The surfacee plot shows the x-componnent
of the magnetizatioon M, which is proportionaal to
the magnetic
m
mom
ment m. The aarrow plot shoows
the ddirection of the magneticc moment m in
seleccted positioons. By integrating
i
the
compponents of thee magnetizatioon over the whhole
magnnetic volume,, the followiing values hhave
been determined in units off the saturattion
magnnetization.

0.001
,

0.001
,

0.985
,
Whenn compared too the official µMag
µ
results, the
follow
wing discrepaancies and sim
milarities cann be
foundd. The averagge magnetizattion in x- andd ydirecction is very ssmall as comppared to the ttotal
magnnetization. Moost of the µMaag results do nnot

F
Figure 3: Resullt of the simulaation of µMag S
Standard
P
Problem #3 with
w
an edge length of 30 nm in
C
COMSOL. The magnetic mom
ment has an oriientation
pparallel to the z-axis
z
of the ccube, which is called a
fl
flower state.

innclude these values.
v
However, this is w
what one
w
would expect for a homogeeneous configguration
oof the magnetiization and thhe magnetic m
moment.
W
When comparring the averaage magnetizaation in
thhe z-directionn a differencee of 1.34%
% to the
aaverage value oof all µMag reesults is noticeed. This
ddifference lies within the staatistical error over all
submitted µM
Mag results. Together with the
oobtained orienntation of thee magnetization, the
results for an eedge length beelow the criticcal edge
leength can be considereed reasonablle and
cconclusive.
44.4 Results – V
Vortex State
F
For an edge lenngth above thee critical edgee length,
a vortex-like sttructure of thee magnetic mooment is
eexpected. Fig. 4 shows the result
r
for a sim
mulation
w
with an edge llength of 60
. Each, thee x- and
zz-components of the magnnetization canncel out
ddue to the voortex structuree. In the y-diirection,
ddifferences between 1.56
6% and 3.5
59% are
nnoticed betweeen our resuults and the µMag
results. Again, this lies withiin the statisticcal error
oof all results suubmitted to M
Mag. So, the validation
shows that the implem
mentation oof the
m
micromagneticc equations is correct and ccan now
bbe used for siimulating arbiitrary microm
magnetic
pproblems.

44. JMicromaag
For the efficient usaage of our newly
im
mplemented m
micromagnetiic modeling features
f
inn COMSOL Multiphysics,
M
the customizzed user
innterface “JMiccromag” has bbeen developeed,

Figurre 4: Simulational result for a cube with an eedge
lengthh of 60 nm, w
which is abovee the critical eedge
lengthh. As expectedd, a vortex-likee structure cann be
obserrved.

takinng advantage of
o COMSOL’ss Java
Appllication Prograamming Interfface (API). In
this w
way, the manuual implementaation of the
PDEs and problem
m-specific paraameters is
avoidded which savves time and siimplifies the
modeeling process.
COMSOL’s JJava API
4.1 C
On the basis of COMSOL’s Java A
API,
d
Evvery
standdalone applicaations can be developed.
simuulation file can be eexported to a
correesponding Moodel Java-file and vice veersa,
everyy Model Javaa-file, generateed by COMS
SOL
or exxternally, cann directly be implementedd in
COM
MSOL. Conseequently seveeral steps in the
modeeling processs can be simplified or
autom
matized.
User Interface
4.2 JJMicromag U
In our microm
magnetic moddeling interfface
“JMiicromag” all manual paraameter inputss as
well as the corresponding PDE
Es are packaaged
and hidden from
m the user. To perform
m a
simuulation the uuser has to go through the
follow
wing steps. Fiirst, the user ddefines the proj
oject
namee and the stoorage locationn. After this, the
geom
metry has to bee defined. In ddoing so, the uuser
simply chooses onne of the preddefined geomeetry
typess, e.g. a spheree or a cube, annd then fills inn the
mainn dimensions of the choseen structure (see
(
Fig. 55). All necessary input fieldds are highlighhted
autom
matically.
A
Afterwards,
the
mateerial
param
meters have too be provided. Every user innput
is checked formallly by “JMicroomag”. Moreovver,
the uuser can speccify simulatioon details on the
“COM
MSOL Settinggs” page. In aaddition to thatt, at
everyy step the useer can check the input in the
summ
mary window on the “Projecct Properties”

F
Figure 5: Geom
metry settings page of JMicrom
mag user
innterface, geomeetry type and m
main dimensions can be
ddefined.

ppage. All setttings and valuues are colleected in
thhere. After pproviding all necessary daata, the
simulation filees are generateed. The Modeel Javafi
file can easily be imported into COMSOL
L by the
uuser. The Moddel Java-file coontains the equuations,
thhe geometry, pparameters annd additional ssettings.
T
The simulationn can then be started with jjust one
m
mouse-click. F
Furthermore, we
w have impleemented
thhe possibility to generate thhe simulation files
f
for
thhe micromaggnetic modeling and sim
mulation
software packaage Nmag [7],, with the sam
me input
ddata that is uused to geneerate the CO
OMSOL
simulation files.

55. Conclusion
ns and Outloook
We have crreated a microomagnetic sim
mulation
ppackage by im
mplementing thhe weak form
mulation
oof the Landauu-Lifshitz-Gilbbert equation and its
ccoupling to Maxwell’s equations within
C
COMSOL
Using
Multiphysicss.
our
im
mplementationn, we obtaineed a good agrreement
w
with other sim
mulation resultss based on a standard
s
m
micromagneticc problem. Furthermoree, we
ddeveloped thhe specialized user innterface
““JMicromag” which allows the user to pperform
m
micromagneticc simulations in a very eefficient
aand user frienddly way. With these enhancements,
C
COMSOL Muultiphysics cann be used to simulate
s
aand evaluate micromagnnetic problem
ms for
aarbitrary geom
metries and maaterials. Basedd on the
eexisting impleementation diffferent extenssions to
thhis basic form
malism can be
b implementeed, e.g.
thhe implemenntation of diffferent types of the
m
magnetic anissotropy. At the momentt, only
uuniaxial anisootropies are implementeed, but
hhigher order anisotropies
a
caan easily be inserted
i
w
within the exxisting framew
work. On thee other
hhand, the useer interface ““JMicromag” can be

enhannced. For exaample changess of the PDEs can
be transferred to thhe user interfa
face. Moreoveer, it
is poossible to raaise the levell of automation.
Curreently “JMicroomag” generattes the simulattion
files that have too be imported manually iinto
MSOL Multiphhysics. It is im
maginable that the
COM
functtionality of “JJMicromag” can
c be extendded,
so thhat import annd simulationn can be starrted
withiin “JMicromaag” and not w
within COMS
SOL
Multtiphysics.
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